
ISA-Greencastle Wool Show Fleece SALE 

Guidelines and Rules: 

-          Producer sets the price for each fleece. 
-        Each fleece must be labeled with Form B.  Any unlabeled or partially unlabeled fleeces. 
get donated to the Connor Prairie Youth Spinners Guild. 
-        Each seller must return Form A, filled out and emailed/mailed to ISA (info on form). 
-         Seller must contact Dropoff point volunteer (list below) to set up a drop-off. 
-          Optionally, producer can list fleece weight, we will also have a scale at the show and 
can write that in. 
-          ISA gets 10% of the sale price, Greencastle Wool Show gets 10% also.  
-          Any fleeces not picked up, sold or not indicated to be picked up by volunteers will be 
donated . 
-          Fleeces must be at least minimally skirted. Anything too soiled with dirt/dung tags, etc. 
or wet will not be sold at this sale. 
 
-          Six fleeces allowed per seller. 

-        Should be full raw fleeces from one sheep in a trash bag or indicate on form B that it is 
a partial fleece or multiple partial fleeces equal to approximately 1 raw fleece.  Note: partial 
fleeces cannot be judged in the wool show 

-       Sale fleeces can also be put in Greencastle’s judged fleece show, but producer must 
either be there OR have the fleeces all labeled for show as according to show rules (Form C) 
and an envelope with entry fees and contact info sent to ISA or handed to drop-off 
volunteer. We will not label/fill out show forms for you. 

-       Fleeces must be in a cinchable trash bag, or tied so that wool does not fall out in 
transport 

-       Sellers may opt to bring fleeces in the day of the sale but are encouraged to register 
beforehand with executive@indianasheep.com. We can only accept as many fleeces in the 
sale as we have room for in the building. 

Dropoff Sites:  

- MaryAnn Cripe, Frankfort, IN  
- Contact: Send a TXT message to 765-404-8085 

Drop off fleeces after April 1 
- Tracie Bultemeier, Fort Wayne, IN  

Contact: Send a TXT message to 260-442-2391 

Drop off between now and April 10 
- Ruth Gerbig, Sheridan, IN 

Contact: nrgerbig@gmail.com or FB messenger (Ruth Gerbig)  

Drop off starting April 6 
- Angie Hopkins, Westfield (Zionsville address), IN 

Contact: TXT or call 317-796-3000 
Drop off between now and April 11 

- Emma O’Brien, Zionsville (Lebanon address), IN 
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Contact: Send a TXT message to 317-607-5664 or email executive@indianasheep.com 
Drop off between now and April 11 

- Anna Morrow, Shelby County Extension Office, Shelbyville, IN 
Contact: Sellers may drop off at the extension office during office hours (8-4) or contact 

Anna by email: anna.lee.morrow@gmail.com  
- Sheri Kersey, Commiskey, IN 

Email creekstonefarm@gmail.com  
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